In this paper we study static solutions with more general symmetries than the spherical symmetry of the five-dimensional Einstein-Chern-Simons gravity. In this context, we study the coupling of the extra bosonic field h a with ordinary matter which is quantified by the introduction of an energymomentum tensor field associated with h a . It is found that exist (i) a negative tangential pressure zone around low-mass distributions (µ < µ 1 ) when the coupling constant α is greater than zero;
I. INTRODUCTION
Five-dimensional Einstein-Chern-Simons gravity (EChS) is a gauge theory whose Lagrangian density is given by a 5-dimensional Chern-Simons form for the so called B algebra [1] . This algebra can be obtained from the AdS algebra and a particular semigroup S by means of the S-expansion procedure introduced in Refs. [2, 3] . The field content induced by the B algebra includes the vielbein e a , the spin connection ω ab , and two extra bosonic fields h a and k ab . The EChS gravity has the interesting property that the five dimensional
Chern-Simons Lagrangian for the B algebra, given by [1] : 
where R ab = dω ab + ω a c ω cb and T a = de a + ω a c e c , leads to the standard General Relativity without cosmological constant in the limit where the coupling constant l tends to zero while keeping the effective Newton's constant fixed [1] .
In Ref. [4] was found a spherically symmetric solution for the Einstein-Chern-Simons field equations and then was shown that the standard five dimensional solution of the EinsteinCartan field equations can be obtained, in a certain limit, from the spherically symmetric solution of EChS field equations. The conditions under which these equations admit black hole type solutions were also found.
The purpose of this work is to find static solutions with more general symmetries than the spherical symmetry. These solutions are represented by three-dimensional maximally
symmetric spaces: open, flat and closed.
The functional derivative of the matter Lagrangian with respect to the field h a is considered as another source of gravitational field, so that it can be interpreted as a second energy-momentum tensor: the energy-momentum tensor for field h a . This tensor is modeled as an anisotropic fluid, the energy density, the radial pressure and shear pressures are characterized. The results lead to identify the field h a with the presence of a cosmological constant. The spherically symmetric solutions of Ref. [4] can be recovered from the general static solutions.
The article is organized as follows: In section II we briefly review the Einstein-ChernSimons field equations together with their spherically symmetric solution, which lead, in certain limit, to the standard five-dimensional solution of the Einstein-Cartan field equations. In section III we obtain general static solutions for the Einstein-Chern-Simons field equations. The obtaining of the energy momentum tensor for the field h a , together with the conditions that must be satisfied by the energy density and radial and tangential pressures, also will be considered in section III. In section IV we recover the spherically symmetric black hole solution found in Ref. [4] from the general static solutions and will study the energy density and radial and tangential pressures for a naked singularity and black hole solutions. Finally, concluding remarks are presented in section V.
II. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTION OF ECHS FIELD EQUATIONS
In this section we briefly review the Einstein-Chern-Simons field equations together with their spherically symmetric solution. We consider the field equations for the Lagrangian
where L EChS is the Einstein-Chern-Simons gravity Lagrangian given in (1) and L M is the corresponding matter Lagrangian.
In the presence of matter described by the langragian L M = L M (e a , h a , ω ab ), the field equations obtained from the action (2) when T a = 0 and k ab = 0 are given by [4] :
where D ω denotes the exterior covariant derivative respect to the spin connection ω, "⋆" is the Hodge star operator, α := α 3 /α 1 , κ EH is the coupling constant in five-dimensional
Einstein-Hilbert gravity,T
is the energy-momentum 1-form, withT ab the usual energy-momentum tensor of matter fields, and where we have considered, for simplicity, δL M /δω ab = 0.
Since equation (6) is the generalization of the Einstein field equations, it is useful to rewrite it in the form
where we have used the equation (5) . This result leads to the definition of the 1-form energy-momentun associated with the field h
This allows to rewrite the field equations (5) and (6) as
where the absolute value of the constant α has been absorbed by redefining the parameter l
A. Static and spherically symmetric solution
In this subsection we briefly review the spherically symmetric solution of the EChS field equations, which lead, in certain limit, to the standard five-dimensional solution of the Einstein-Cartan field equations.
In five dimensions the static and spherically symmetric metric is given by
where dΩ
is the line element of 3-sphere S 3 .
Introducing an orthonormal basis
, e 1 = r dθ 1 ,
and replacing into equation (10) in vacuum (T T T =T RR =T ii = 0), we obtain the EChS field equations for a spherically symmetric metric equivalent to eqs. (26 -28) from Ref. [4] .
Exterior solution
Following the usual procedure, we find the following solution [4] :
where M is a constant of integration and β = ±1 shows the degeneration due to the quadratic character of the field equations. From (12) it is straightforward to see that when l → 0, it is necessary to consider β = 1 to obtain the standard solution of the Einstein-Cartan field equation, which allows to identify the constant M, with the mass of distribution.
III. GENERAL STATIC SOLUTIONS WITH GENERAL SYMMETRIES
In Ref. [4] were studied static exterior solutions with spherically symmetry for the Einstein-Chern-Simons field equations in vacuum. In this reference were found the conditions under which the field equations admit black holes type solutions and were studied the maximal extension and conformal compactification of such solutions.
In this section we will show that the equations of Einstein-Chern-Simons allow more general solutions that found for the case of spherical symmetry. The spherical symmetry condition will be relaxed so as to allow studying solutions in the case that the space-time is foliated by maximally symmetric spaces more general than the 3-sphere. It will also be shown that, for certain values of the free parameters, these solutions lead to the solutions found in Ref. [4] .
A. Solutions to the EChS field equations
Following Refs. [5, 6] , we consider a static metric of the form
where dΣ 2 3 is the line element of a three-dimensional Einstein manifold Σ 3 , which is known as the base manifold [7] .
Introducing an ortonormal basis, we have
, e m = rẽ m , whereẽ m , with m = {1, 2, 3}, is the dreibein of the base manifold Σ 3 .
From eq. (3), it is possible to obtain the spin connection in terms of the vielbein. From
Cartan's second structural equation R ab = dω ab + ω a c ω cb we can calculate the curvature matrix. The nonzero components are
pn are the components of the curvature of the base manifold. To define the curvature of the base manifold is necessary to define the spin connectionω mn of the base manifold. This connection can be determined in terms of the dreibeinẽ m using the property that the total covariant derivative of the vielbein vanishes identically, and the condition of zero torsionT m = 0.
Replacing the components of the curvature (14) in the field equations (10), for the case whereT a = 0 (vacuum), we obtain three equations
whereR(x) is the Ricci scalar of the base manifold and the functions A u (r) and B u (r) are given by
The equation (15) with u = 0 can be rewritten as
Since the left side depends only on r and the right side depends only onx, we have that both sides must be equal to a constant γ, so that
An Einstein manifold Σ n is a Riemannian or pseudo Riemannian manifold whose Ricci tensor is proportional to the metricR
The contraction of eq. (23) with the inverse metric g µν reveals that the constant of proportionality k is related to the scalar curvatureR bỹ
where n is the dimension of Σ n .
Introducing (23) and (24) into the so called contracted Bianchi identities,
This means that if Σ n is a Riemannian manifoldof dimension n > 2 with metric g αβ , then k must be a constant.
On the other hand, in a n-dimensional space, the Riemann tensor can be decomposed into its irreducible components
whereC µνρσ is the Weyl conformal tensor,R αβ is the Ricci tensor andR is the Ricci scalar curvature.
Introducing (23), (24) into (25) we havẽ
where κ = k/(n − 1).
From (26) we can see that whenC µνρσ = 0, the Einstein manifold Σ n is a Riemannian manifold with constant curvature κ.
Since the Weyl tensor is identically zero when n = 3, we have that, if n = 3, there is no distinction between Einstein manifolds and constant curvarture manifolds. However, for n > 3, constant curvature manifolds are special cases of Einstein manifolds. This means that our Σ 3 (x) manifold is a Riemannian manifold of constant curvature κ = 6γ.
The solution of A 0 (r)/B 0 (r) = −γ leads to
where µ is a constant of integration and β = ±1. The equations (15) with u = 0 and u = 1 lead to f 2 (r) = g 2 (r), while u = 2 tells us that
where the constant of integration λ must be equal to γ, so that is consistent with eq. (22).
In short, if the line element is given by (13) , then the functions f (r) and g(r) are given by
where β = ±1 shows the degeneration due to the quadratic character of the field equations, µ is a constant of integration related to the mass of the system and γ is another integration constant related to the scalar curvature of the base manifold (R = 6γ): γ = 0 if it is flat, γ = −1 if it is hyperbolic (negative curvature) or γ = 1 if it is spherical (positive curvature).
B. A solution for equation (4)
Since the explicit form of the h a field is important in an eventual construction of the matter lagrangian L M , we are interested in to solve the field equation (4) for the h a field.
Expanding the h a = h a µ dx µ field in their holonomic index, we have
For the space-time with a three-dimensional manifold maximally symmetrical Σ 3 , we will assume that the field h µν must satisfy the Killing equation L ξ h µν = 0 for ξ 0 = ∂ t (stationary) and the six generators of the Σ 3 , i.e., we are assuming that the field h µν has the same symmetries than the metric tensor g µν .
1. Killing vectors of Σ 3 and shape of field h a
When the curvature of Σ 3 is γ = 1 (spherical type), it can show that its driebein is given
whose Killing vectors are [4, 8] 
On the other hand, when the curvature of Σ 3 is γ = −1 (hyperbolic type), its driebein and their Killing vectors are the same of the spheric type just changing the trigonometrical functions of x 1 for hyperbolical ones. For example, in this caseẽ
The third case, γ = 0 is the simplest. The driebein is given bỹ
and their Killing vectors are given by
Then, we have
h m = rh(r)ẽ m .
Dynamic of the field h a
In order to obtain the dynamics of the field h a found in (29), we must replace this and the 2−form curvature (14) in the field equation (28). Depending of the curvature of Σ 3 two cases are possible.
First, if γ = 0 the equation (28) is satisfied identically. This means that the nonzero components of h a field given in equation (29) are not determined by field equations. Second, if γ = ±1, the equation (28) leads to the following conditions
From eq. (32), we obtain
where A is a constant to be determined and we have performed integration by parts. Then, we can solve equation (31)
where B is another integration constant and f (r) is the vielbein component e T t . Again, we realize that not all the nonzero components of h a field are determined by the field equations.
The simplest case happens when h r is constant, namely h r (r) = h 0 . The other components of h a field are
, h(r) = h 0 + B r , whose asymptotic behavior is given by
C. Energy-momentum tensor for the field h a
From the vielbein found in the previous section we can find the energy-momentum tensor associated to the field h a , i.e., we can solve the equation (9) . Let us suppose that the energymomentum tensor associated to the field h a can be modeled as an anisotropic fluid. In this case, the components of the energy-momentum tensor can be written in terms of the density of matter and the radial and tangential pressure. In the frame of reference comoving, we
Considering these definitions with the solution found in (27) and replacing in the field equations (9), we obtain
Note that equations (34) and (35) show that the energy density and the pressures do not depend on the γ constant (See appendix A).
D. Energy density and radial pressure
Now consider the conditions that must be satisfied by the energy density ρ (h) (r) and radial pressure p 34) we can see that the energy density is zero for all r, only if β = 1 and µ = 0. This is the only one case where ρ (h) (r) vanishes. Otherwise the energy density is always greater than zero or always less than zero.
In order to simplify the analysis, the energy density can be rewritten as
Since the solution found in (27) has to be real, then it must be satisfied that 1+sgn(α) We also can see if µ = 0 the energy density remains constant. Otherwise, the energy density is a monotonic increasing (β = −1) or decreasing (β = 1) function of radial coordinate.
Note that if β = −1 then when r → ∞, the energy density and the radial pressure tend a nonzero value
as if it were a negative cosmological constant. Otherwise, β = +1, the energy density and the radial pressure are asymptotically zero, as in the case of a null cosmological constant.
In summary,
• If µ = 0, then the energy density is constant throughout the space, zero if β = 1 and
• If β = 1 and µ = 0, the energy density is positive and decreases to zero at infinity (see figure 1 ).
• If β = −1 and µ = 0, the energy density is negative and its value grows to − 48 l 2 κ EH (see figure 2 ).
As we have already shown, the radial pressure is the negative of energy density.
E. Tangential pressures
We can see that the tangential pressures given in the eq. (35) vanishes if sgn(α) µ r 4 = 9 + 4β √ 6.
Thus we have
• If β = 1, the tangential pressure vanishes only if sgn(α)µ is greater than zero (see figure 3) .
The energy density associated with the field h a (β = 1).
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The energy density associated with the field h a (β = −1).
• If β = −1 the tangential pressure vanishes only if sgn(α)µ is less than zero (see figure   4 ).
• In other cases, the tangential pressure does not change sign.
The tangential pressures associated with the field h a (β = 1).
(b) If sgn(α)µ > 0, the tangential pressure diverges to positive infinity at r = 0, is a decreasing function of r, reaches a minimum value
and then increases to a bounded infinite value
The tangential pressure is always greater than zero.
(c) If sgn(α)µ < 0, the tangential pressure diverges to negative infinity at (remember that the manifold is not defined for r < r m )
The tangential pressure is an increasing function of r which tends to a positive constant value when r goes to infinity
Furthermore, the tangential pressures become zero at
The tangential pressures associated with the field h a (β = −1).
IV. SPHERICALLY SYMMETRIC SOLUTION FROM GENERAL SOLUTION
Now consider the case of spherically symmetric solutions studied in Ref. [4] and reviewed in section II. These solutions are described by the vielbein defined in eq. (11) with the functions f (r) and g(r) given in eq. (12).
This solution corresponds to the general static solution found in (27) where (i) the curvature of the so called, three-dimensional base manifold, is taken positive γ = 1 (sphere S 3 ),
(ii) the constant µ, written in terms of the mass M of the distribution is given by
(iii) and β = 1 so that this solution has as limit when l → 0, the 5D Schwarzschild black hole obtained from the Einstein Hilbert gravity.
From Ref. [4] , we know that the relative values of the mass M and the distance l of this solution leads to black holes or naked singularities.
(a) In the event that α > 0, the manifold only has one singularity at r = 0. Otherwise, if α < 0, the manifold has only one singularity at
(b) There is a black hole solution with event horizon defined by
if µ > l 4 , or equivalently
Otherwise, there is a naked singularity.
A. Case α > 0
In this case the energy density appears to be decreasing and vanishes at infinity and the radial pressure behaves reversed (see subsection III D with β = 1 and sgn(α) µ > 0).
Much more interesting is the behavior of the tangential pressure. In fact, as we already studied in subsection III E, the tangential pressure is less than zero for r < r 1 (37), vanishes at r 1 , becomes greater than zero until reaching a maximum at r 2 (38) and then decreases until it becomes zero at infinity.
1.
Comparison between r 0 , r 1 and r 2 for black hole solution
When the solution found is a black hole, then it must satisfy the condition (41) and has event horizon in r 0 given in (40). It may be of interest to study the cases when r 0 is larger or smaller than r 1 and r 2 .
First consider r 0 for l fixed, i.e., we study the behavior of the r 0 = r 0 (µ) function.
For µ ≥ l 4 (black hole solution), r 0 = r 0 (µ) is a well-defined, continuous and strictly increasing function of µ which has an absolute minimum at µ = l 4 , where it vanishes,
i.e., r 0 (µ = l 4 ) = 0. Furthermore, when µ ≫ l 4 the r 0 (µ) function behaves like √ µ.
On the other hand, the study of functions r 1 (µ) and r 2 (µ) shows that they are well defined, continuous and strictly increasing functions of µ ≥ 0 which vanish at µ = 0. As µ increases, r 1 and r 2 grow proportional to 4 √ µ.
From the definitions of r 1 and r 2 given in eqs. (37) and (38), and the preceding analysis, it follows that r 2 > r 1 > r 0 if µ = l 4 , and r 0 > r 2 > r 1 if µ → ∞. This means that should exist a unique value of the constant µ, denoted µ 1 such that r 0 (µ 1 ) = r 1 (µ 1 ) and a single µ 2 such that r 0 (µ 2 ) = r 2 (µ 2 ). After some calculations is obtained
From the above analysis it is concluded that depending on the value of the constant µ,
proportional to the mass, we could have the following cases
Outside the black hole horizon, there is a region r 0 < r < r 1 where the tangential pressure is negative.
• If µ > µ 1 then r 0 > r 1 , the zone in which the tangential pressure is negative is enclosed within the black hole horizon.
A completely analogous analysis can be done to study the relationship between r 0 and r 2 : if µ < µ 2 , the maximum value of the tangential pressure is outside the event horizon or, inside if µ > µ 2 .
Pressure radial and tangential pressures
In summary, for α > 0 we can see that the energy density is always greater than zero, while the radial pressure is less than zero, both vanish when r goes to infinity (see figure 5 ).
On the other hand, the lateral pressures are less than zero for r < r 1 , become positive for r > r 1 reaching a maximum at r 2 and then decrease until vanish when r goes to infinity (see figure 5 ).
The solution may be a naked singularity (µ < l 4 ) or a black hole (µ > l 4 ). In case of a black hole there is an event horizon at r = r 0 , which can hide the zone of negative tangential pressures (µ > µ 1 ) or otherwise, remains uncovered. 
The components of energy-momentum tensor associated with the field h a (α > 0). Note the interesting behavior of tangential pressure: is negative for r < r 1 , vanishes at r 1 , reaches a maximum at r 2 and then decreases to zero at infinity. The energy density and pressures tend rapidly to zero as 1/r 8 .
B. Case α < 0
Now consider the coupling constant α < 0. In this case the space-time has a minimum radius r m , defined in (39), where is located the singularity.
From analysis done in subsection III D (with β = 1 and sgn(α) µ < 0) we obtain that the energy density is progressively reduced and vanishes at infinity. On the other hand, the radial pressure is just the negative energy density (see figure 6 ).
Furthermore, the tangential positive pressure tends to infinity at r = r m = 4 √ µ and decreases to zero at infinity (see subsection III E with β = 1 and sgn(α) µ < 0).
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
An interesting result of this work is that when the field h a , which appears in the La- As in case α > 0 (see figure 5 ), the energy density and pressures tend to zero as 1/r 8 .
around low-mass distributions (µ < µ 1 ) when the coupling constant α is greater than zero.
Additionally (α > 0), this model predicts the existence of a maximum in the tangential pressure, which can be observed in the outer region of a field distribution that satisfies µ < µ 2 .
It is also important to note that this model contains in its solutions space, solutions that behave like those obtained from models with negative cosmological constant (β = −1). In such a situation, the field h a is playing the role of a cosmological constant [9, 10] .
In this article we have assumed that the matter Lagrangian L M satisfies the property δL M /δe a = 0 and that the energy-momentum tensor associated to the h a field can be modeled as an anisotropic fluid. A possible explicit example of the matter Lagrangian which satisfies these considerations could be constructed from a Lagrangian of the electromagnetic field in matter [11] [12] [13] . In fact, a candidate for matter Lagrangian which satisfies the above conditions would be
where F ab is the electromagnetic field and H cd is the so called electromagnetic exitation, which is given by (in tensorial notation)
where the tensor density χ µνρσ describes the electric and magnetic properties of matter.
